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KEITH® Sweep Systems    
Material Clean Out Systems for Moving Floor Trailers

1.  CleenSweep®: Light weight tarp system, recommended 

     for bulk materials.

2.  BulkSweep™: Stand-alone aluminum headboard more 

     durable than the tarp only system, recommended for 

     flowable bulk materials.

3.  V-SWEEP™: Stand-alone aluminum headboard, 

     recommended for high density materials like aggregate

     and asphalt. 
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KEITH® Sweep System Features  

Lightweight

Weight of the systems vary depending on the 

design, but KEITH® Sweep systems add little weight 

to the trailer and take up little payload space.

Rugged Design

KEITH® hydraulic systems are powered by a strong 

motor and the CleenSweep® includes an auto-brake 

system. Additionally the hydraulic system uses the 

same tractor wet kit that powers the moving floor.

Quick & Easy

The floor is cleaned as the trailer unloads so there is 

no need to sweep with a broom. The system also 

resets with a simple push of a button or the turn of a 

handle, getting the operator back on the road.

Increases Driver Productivity & Safety

The automated KEITH® Sweep system allows the 

driver to get back on the road quickly. It eliminates 

the need for brooms and manual tarps, reducing the 

risk of knee or back injuries. The operator does not 

need to enter the trailer with any of the KEITH® 

Sweep Systems.

Improves Efficiency

Using a KEITH® Sweep system reduces payload cross 

contamination between loads making it perfect for 

backhauls. Operators can see faster overall 

unloading times without the need for dump trucks.
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KEITH® Sweep System  

KEITH® Sweep Systems

For years, haulers have created their own clean-out systems 

for moving floor trailers using tarps, wooden headboards and 

a number of other home made systems. Many may 

adequately clean the trailer, but require the operator to enter 

the trailer to reset the system. This creates a potential safety 

hazard because each time the operator enters or exits the 

trailer, there is risk of injury. For this reason, KEITH® 

recommends a KEITH® Sweep System for automated trailer 

clean-out.

How It Works

The KEITH® Sweep System is powered by the moving floor 

and travels at the same speed as the material it unloads. The 

bulk material’s weight on the tarp pulls the Sweep with the 

load. A hydraulically operated retrieval system, returns the 

sweep system to the front of the trailer. The hydraulic winch is 

powered by the same tractor wet kit that moves the floor.

KEITH® offers a variety of Sweep Systems, including those 

that clean the walls of the trailer in addition to sweeping the 

floor. With any KEITH® Sweep System, there is no need for the 

operator to enter into the trailer .

Advantages

•   It’s fast and automatic.

•   Reduces chance of injury.

•   Shortens turnaround time. 

•   Reduces contamination between different loads.

•   Faster unloading time.

•   Driver no longer needs to enter trailer.

CleenSweep®  
The CleenSweep® system features a lightweight tarp 

and is recommended for a range of bulk materials. The 

system is the lightest and least expensive KEITH® Sweep 

option. It eliminates the need for a broom or manual 

tarp. Ideal for unloading wood products, grain, soil, 

livestock feed and any other material that knits together.

The stand-alone BulkSweep™ system is rigid and 

durable. It is specially designed for unloading flowable 

materials. The BulkSweep™ cleans the walls as it sweeps 

the floor. Ideal for unloading materials that tend to stick 

to walls like recycled waste, sand, bottom ash, biomass 

materials and any other material that has a low angle of 

repose.

The optional hand crank feature eliminates the 

need for an external power source for resetting the 

KEITH® Sweep system. The simple, durable design 

allows you to manually retract the system, without 

the need to enter or exit the trailer.  

The hydraulic winch system utilizes the same oil 

that powers the floor’s hydraulic system. It is a 

simple and strong option to automatically bring 

the sweep system to the front of the trailer.

Designed for use with the V-FLOOR® system, the 

V-SWEEP™ can be used to unload difficult, high-density 

materials that do not clean out well with a traditional 

tarp system. The unique design enables the V-SWEEP™ to 

form to the flooring, cleaning material out as the trailer 

unloads. Ideal for aggregate, asphalt, glass and 

construction debris.  
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